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“[N]arratives both expand and diminish 
our sense of the possible.” 

“[N]arrative practices can be 
oppressive, empowering, or both.” 



Closure



Closure
“the satisfaction of expectations and the answering of questions 

raised over the course of any narrative”
(H. Porter Abbot)



A Pen, a Keyboard, a Song, & a Sandbox 
Walk into a Writers’ Room



The Keyboard...

The Song...

The Sandbox...

The Pen...



B storyline...

C storyline...

D storyline...

A storyline...



B storyline...

C storyline...

D storyline...

A storyline...



Endings

Closed 

Ironic

Ambiguous

Open



Closed Endings
“[A]ll questions raised by the story are answered; 
all questions evoked are satisfied. The audience 
leaves with a rounded, closed experience 
—nothing in doubt, nothing unsated.”

1. Idealistic/Up-ending
2. Pessimistic/Down-ending
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Where do these ideas about a 
specific desired 

positive or a negative 
ending come from?



Brémond, Claude (1970) “Morphology of the French Folktale,” Semiotica 2, 3: 247-276, p.249, doi: 10.1515/semi.1970.2.3.247
[Brémond, Claude (1966) “La Logique des possibles narratifs,” Communications, 8, 60-76.

Brémond, Claude (1973) Logique du récit. Paris: Seuil.]





“Standard Hollywood narrative movies prescribe linear narratives that 
cue the viewer to expect predictable outcomes and 

adopt a closed state of mind. There are, however, a small number of 
movies that, through the presentation of 

alternate narrative paths, open the mind to 
thoughts of choice and possibility.”

“Optional thinking refers to “the cognitive ability to generate, 
perceive, or compare and assess alternative hypotheses that 

offer explanations for real or lifelike events.”

“There is evidence that not deploying the cognitive ability to 
generate optional or alternate hypotheses in real-life situations 

can lead to premature acceptance of inadequate or incorrect 
hypotheses that may result in dire consequences.” (2)
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Let’s look at how we experience this in the everyday



Black Lives Matter

https://www.news.com.au/national/nsw-act/courts-law/nsw-supreme-court-rules-against-on-sydney-black-lives-matter-protest/news-story/06b811f811e90a3240917084fa096f38
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2020/jun/05/sydney-black-lives-matter-rally-nsw-police-go-to-court-to-have-protest-declared-illegal
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-06-05/court-rules-sydney-black-lives-protest-unsafe-due-to-coronavirus/12324186


● “Justified” Police Brutality
● “Justified” Incarceration
● Definite Health Harm (Self)
● Definite Health Harm (Others)
● ...



In a world run by a closed, linear logic,
we are warned of the worst outcome, 

we fear the worst outcome, 
and it becomes in our head the only outcome





https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-06-09/dubbo-barrister-helps-lift-sydney-black-lives-matter-protest-ban/12332464


So how do we get beyond life as it is...to new possibilities?



More Optional Thinking…?
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Open Endings

Open endings answer most of the 
questions raised, “but an unanswered 
question or two may trail out of the 
film, leaving the audience to supply it 
subsequent to viewing.”

“The answer will be found in the 
privacy of postfilm thoughts.” 



Open Endings



Alternate Narrative Tracks -sequential

“Such films, in their 
overlay of options, 

bring forth to the viewer’s 
attention the 

inherent probabilistic 
and optional nature 

of narrative causality....”

https://www.theguardiangame.com

https://www.theguardiangame.com/


Alternate Narrative Tracks - ZIG ZAG

https://eko.com/v/possibilia

https://www.kongregate.com/games/lemmibeans/one-chance

https://eko.com/v/possibilia
https://www.kongregate.com/games/lemmibeans/one-chance


Character POV Shifts (Same Event)



Narrative Alternatives to Previous Works of Fiction

https://twitter.com/lackingceremony/sta
tus/1276307760741666820

https://twitter.com/lackingceremony/status/1276307760741666820
https://twitter.com/lackingceremony/status/1276307760741666820


Narrative Alternatives to History (CounterFactual)

“[H]istorical dramas may powerfully 
encourage optional thinking if [...] that 

history could have feasibly taken another 
course, encouraging not just optional thinking 

but also the notion of an ultimate 
unpredictability in the course of past events, 

gearing viewers toward considering 
viable and optional futures…”



“Our job is to kick open the door of radical possibility as wide and as long as possible.” 

Naomi Klein, quoting colleagues at The Leap

https://theleap.org/


Narrative Alternatives to Mythical Norm History

https://www.elizabethlapensee.com/#/games

https://www.elizabethlapensee.com/#/games


Narrative Alternatives to Mythical Norm



Narrative Alternatives to Mythical Norm Futures

https://buriedwithoutceremony.com/the-quiet-year

https://w.itch.io/end-of-the-world

https://buriedwithoutceremony.com/the-quiet-year
https://w.itch.io/end-of-the-world


Alternatives to Objectives

Joel Lehman and Kenneth O. Stanley (2011) “Abandoning Objectives: Evolution through the Search for Novelty Alone,” 
Evolutionary Computation Journal, (19): 2, pages 189-223, Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.



Alternatives to Objectives



Radically Different Futures 
Cannot Be Written 

With Narrative Norms 
(& By The Mythical Norm)



...Optional Thinking...
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So...What Will Happen Next In Your Writers’ Room?



Ask We Anything... Ask each 
other first...


